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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
01/19/17  

The bears camp holds the edge as the charts favor the bears  
 
OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD -9.20, SILVER -29.40, PLATINUM -5.30  
 
OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets were mostly 
weaker overnight with the Australian market managing a slight gain. We suspect 
that sentiment was partially knocked off balance overnight by predictions from 
Morgan Stanley that a US/China trade war could result in a 29% decline in 
stocks. The highlight of the European session today will be the results of the European Central Bank meeting with 
no changes expected to either policy or rates. The North American session will start out with a weekly reading on 
initial jobless claims that are forecast to see a modest uptick from the previous 247,000 reading. December 
housing starts and December building permits are both expected to show moderate increases from their 
November readings. The Philadelphia Fed's January manufacturing survey is forecast to see a notable decline 
from December's 21.5 reading. Fed speakers will include San Francisco Fed President Williams during morning 
US trading hours while Fed Chair Yellen will speak during the evening. Earnings announcement will include Union 
Pacific, Bank of New York Mellon and BB&T before the Wall Street opening while IBM and American Express 
report after the close.  
 
GOLD / SILVER 
Despite the correction from the recent highs, we are not ready to call for a full end to the bull pattern in gold and 
silver. In fact despite the setback overnight, the February gold contract remains within and above the bottom of 
the uptrend channel put in place in mid-December. With only minor corrective action yesterday in the face of 
renewed strength in the dollar, one could conclude that the bull camp can absorb a measure of bearish outside 
market influences. However, this morning the declines in gold and silver appear to be a little overdone given the 
minimal rise in the Dollar. We would also note that the rally of the last month has only resulted in a casual climb in 
open interest and only recently a rise in daily trading volume and that might leave the precious metals with 
residual buying capacity. The net impact off US inflation data yesterday should help to underpin but one might 
also conclude that stronger than expected US industrial production results actually served to lower macro-
economic uncertainty. Not surprisingly, the most dominating force for precious metals will continue to be the dollar 
and the trade will be watching the US scheduled report flow for its guidance in the greenback's value. The gold 
market was probably undermined slightly by news of higher quarterly gold production from Mining concern 
ACACIA.  
 
PLATINUM  
The PGM complex appears to have settled into a gradual slide on its charts. A temporary pause in the gold 
market rally and temporary adversity from the Dollar partially justifies some corrective action. After all, March 
palladium from the late December low to the January high forged a rather impressive $117 an ounce rally while 
April platinum from the late December low forged a low to high rally of $103 an ounce. In fact with the PGM 
complex garnering bullish headline coverage from the International Business Times this week and that coverage 
making note of the stellar 2017 rally, it is possible that the trade became too optimistic toward prices into the 
January high. However, we suspect that favorable US industrial production and capacity utilization readings 
yesterday help to shore up demand expectations for industrial metals. Unfortunately, normal corrective action is 
still possible with the first retracement point in April platinum seen down at $958. Similar retracement targeting in 
March palladium is seen down at $724.30.  
 



TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
As suggested already, we don't see a near-term end for the upward bias in gold and silver but we also can't argue 
against a further measure of back and fill and perhaps a retest of up-trend channel support level. Uptrend channel 
support today in February gold is seen right on the early trade at $1202.40 while uptrend channel support in 
March silver is seen at the initial low today down at $16.86. The top of the uptrend channel in March silver is seen 
up at $17.44 while the top of the uptrend channel in February gold is seen up at $1228.30.  
 
NEW RECOMMENDATIONS: 
None.  
 
PREVIOUS RECOMMENDATIONS: 
None.  
 
 
COPPER COMMENTARY  
01/19/17  

The bear camp retains an edge off US/China trade war fears  
 
GENERAL: On one hand, the sharp decline in copper prices in the prior trading 
session was not surprising in the wake of the overbought condition into last 
week's high. We would also attribute part of the largest daily loss since late 
November (yesterday) to strength in the dollar and that bias continues again 
today. One might have expected the copper market to derive some fresh buying 
interest in the wake of rather strong US industrial production and capacity 
utilization readings yesterday but the world markets just don't seem to be in a 
mood to embrace a risk-on vibe. Therefore some level of ongoing corrective action is expected following the last 
four weeks' rally of $0.27 a pound. If some bulls are correct in asserting that this week's selling is the result of 
renewed US Chinese trade war fears, then copper prices probably have more downside action ahead before the 
January slide in prices runs its course. An issue that might lend a small measure of support to prices is the fact 
that daily LME copper stocks recently have remained in a contraction mode.  
 
MARKET IDEAS: 
We suspect that March copper will attempt to respect the $2.60 consolidation support zone but we can't rule out 
temporary violations of that level especially with global equities tracking weaker today, and the dollar showing 
ongoing recovery capacity. Our pick for more significant support is seen down at $2.5785 while uptrend channel 
support off the recent January lows isn't seen until $2.5655.  
 
NEW RECOMMENDATIONS: 
None.  
 
PREVIOUS RECOMMENDATIONS: 
None.  
 
 
 
METALS TECHNICAL OUTLOOK: 
Note: Technical commentary is based solely on statistical indicators and does not necessarily correspond to any fundamental analysis that 
may appear elsewhere in this report. 
 
COMEX GOLD (FEB) 01/19/2017: The close above the 9-day moving average is a positive short-term indicator 
for trend. The market tilt is slightly negative with the close under the pivot. The next area of resistance is around 
1212.0 and 1222.8, while 1st support hits today at 1196.2 and below there at 1191.1. 
 
COMEX SILVER (MAR) 01/19/2017: Rising stochastics at overbought levels warrant some caution for bulls. The 
market's short-term trend is positive on the close above the 9-day moving average. The daily closing price 



reversal down is a negative indicator for prices. It is a slightly negative indicator that the close was lower than the 
pivot swing number. The near-term upside target is at 17.447. With a reading over 70, the 9-day RSI is 
approaching overbought levels. The next area of resistance is around 17.235 and 17.447, while 1st support hits 
today at 16.935 and below there at 16.848. 
 
COMEX PLATINUM (APR) 01/19/2017: A crossover down in the daily stochastics is a bearish signal. Daily 
stochastics turning lower from overbought levels is bearish and will tend to reinforce a downside break especially 
if near term support is penetrated. The market's close below the 9-day moving average is an indication the short-
term trend remains negative. The market's close below the 1st swing support number suggests a moderately 
negative setup for today. The next downside objective is 949.95. Bearish daily studies indicate selling minor 
rallies this session. The next area of resistance is around 975.59 and 989.15, while 1st support hits today at 
956.00 and below there at 949.95. 
 
COMEX COPPER (MAR) 01/19/2017: A crossover down in the daily stochastics is a bearish signal. Stochastics 
turning bearish at overbought levels will tend to support lower prices if support levels are broken. The close above 
the 9-day moving average is a positive short-term indicator for trend. It is a slightly negative indicator that the 
close was under the swing pivot. The next downside objective is 2.60. The next area of resistance is around 2.62 
and 2.63, while 1st support hits today at 2.61 and below there at 2.60. 
 
 

DAILY TECHNICAL STATISTICS  
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60 DAY
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METALS COMPLEX 
GCAG7 1204.1 66.96 61.34 87.52 87.52 1203.25 1192.74 1169.39 1177.38 1203.80
SIAH7 17.085 71.93 62.67 81.56 88.68 17.00 16.84 16.46 16.64 17.03
PLAJ7 965.80 57.99 57.02 86.05 84.23 981.53 979.39 946.81 938.39 950.09
CPAH7 2.61 55.92 56.26 72.72 71.28 2.65 2.61 2.55 2.57 2.50
Calculations based on previous session. Data collected 01/18/2017
Data sources can & do produce bad ticks. Verify before use.

 

DAILY SWING STATISTICS  
Contract Support 2 Support 1 Pivot Resist 1 Resist 2
METALS COMPLEX 
GCAG7 COMEX Gold 1191.0 1196.1 1206.9 1212.0 1222.8
SIAH7 COMEX Silver 16.847 16.935 17.147 17.235 17.447
PLAJ7 COMEX Platinum 949.95 955.99 969.55 975.59 989.15
CPAH7 COMEX Copper 2.59 2.60 2.61 2.62 2.63
Calculations based on previous session. Data collected 01/18/2017
Data sources can & do produce bad ticks. Verify before use.

 
 
 
***This report includes information from sources believed to be reliable and accurate as of the date of this publication, but no independent 
verification has been made and we do not guarantee its accuracy or completeness. Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. 
Any information or recommendation contained herein: (i) is not based on, or tailored to, the commodity interest or cash market positions or 
other circumstances or characterizations of particular investors or traders; (ii) is not customized or personalized for any such investor or trader; 
and (iii) does not take into consideration, among other things, risk tolerance, net worth, or available risk capital. Any use or reliance upon the 
information or recommendations is at the sole discretion and election of the subscriber. The risk of loss in trading futures contracts or 
commodity options can be substantial, and traders should carefully consider the inherent risks of such trading in light of their financial 
condition. Any reproduction or retransmission of this report without the express written consent of Lakefront Futures is strictly prohibited.  


